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a b s t r a c t 

Air cavities, i.e. air layers developed behind cavitators, are seen as a promising drag reducing method 

in the maritime industry. Here we utilize the Taylor–Couette (TC) geometry, i.e. the flow between two 

concentric, independently rotating cylinders, to study the effect of air cavities in this closed setup, which 

is well-accessible for drag measurements and optical flow visualizations. We show that stable air cavities 

can be formed, and that the cavity size increases with Reynolds number and void fraction. The stream- 

wise cavity length strongly depends on the axial position due to buoyancy forces acting on the air. Strong 

secondary flows, which are introduced by a counter-rotating outer cylinder, clearly decrease the stability 

of the cavities, as air is captured in the Taylor rolls rather than in the cavity. Surprisingly, we observed 

that local air injection is not necessary to sustain the air cavities; as long as air is present in the system 

it is found to be captured in the cavity. We show that the drag is decreased significantly as compared to 

the case without air, but with the geometric modifications imposed on the TC system by the cavitators. 

As the void fraction increases, the drag of the system is decreased. However, the cavitators itself signifi- 

cantly increase the drag due to their hydrodynamic resistance (pressure drag): In fact, a net drag increase 

is found when compared to the standard smooth-wall TC case. Therefore, one must first overcome the 

added drag created by the cavitators before one obtains a net drag reduction. 

© 2018 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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1. Introduction 

Around 90% of the world trade is carried by cargo vessels.

Therefore, even a minor energy saving in this industry has a major

impact on global fuel savings and CO 2 emissions. One method to

save the overall fuel consumption is to reduce the resistance be-

tween the hull and the surrounding water. Next to wave drag and

pressure drag (or form drag), viscous skin friction is the major con-

tribution to the total friction, accounting for approximately half of

the total resistance ( Larsson and Raven, 2010 ). Wave drag and pres-

sure drag can be optimized by a careful design of the shape of the

vessel. Skin friction, however, cannot be optimized similarly, as it

is proportional to the wetted area of the hull ( Foeth, 2008 ). 

One of the most promising techniques in naval engineering to

reduce the skin friction is the use of air lubrication. Air lubrica-

tion can be applied in the form of bubbly drag reduction (DR) or

— presumably more effective — in the form of air layer drag re-
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uction ( Ceccio, 2010 ). Both methods have been studied, mainly

xperimentally, in great detail over a wide range of Reynolds num-

ers and bubble diameters, mostly in water channels and flat plate

onfigurations, see e.g. the review articles by Ceccio (2010) and

urai (2014) . The mechanism of bubbly DR is not yet entirely

nown, but it is clear that large, deformable bubbles are effective

n reducing the friction in the boundary layer ( van Gils et al., 2013;

erschoof et al., 2016; Lu et al., 2005 ). The working principle of

R using air layer is more intuitive: An air layer prevents the wa-

er from contacting the hull, thus decreasing the wetted area. The

R can be over 80%, as reported in several studies, as long as the

ir layer is stable and well-developed ( Sanders et al., 2006; Elbing

t al., 2008; 2013; Lay et al., 2010 ). 

Air layers are formed when sufficient amount of air is injected

nder a vessel or flat plate ( Sanders et al., 2006; Elbing et al.,

008 ). Although it is a straightforward technique, its drawbacks

re the low stability of the air layer and excessive necessary air

njection rates, see e.g. Zverkhovskyi (2014) for a recent literature

verview of air layers and air discharge mechanisms. 

One way of improvement is by installing a raised edge, com-

only referred to as the “cavitator”, see Figs. 1 and 2 for typi-

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijmultiphaseflow.2018.04.016
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Fig. 1. Experimental setup. (a) Top view schematic of the T 3 C facility (not to scale). Air is captured at the leeward side of the cavitators, as indicated. We attached 2, 3, or 

6 cavitators equally distributed around the perimeter of the inner cylinder. The rotation of the cylinders is shown as ω i and −ω o . (b) Vertical cross-section, showing the 

position of the torque sensor. The sensor is located in the inner cylinder, so that the torque between the driving shaft and the inner cylinder is measured. To control the 

void fraction, we fill the cylinder only partially with water, so that the void fraction α is controlled by measuring the relative height of the water level. Turbulent mixing 

ensures axial mixing between the two phases, whereas the centrifugal accelerations push the water towards the outer cylinder and, consequently, the air towards the inner 

cylinder. 

Fig. 2. Sketch of the cavitator and air injector. The cavitator, here shown in dark 

gray extends over the entire height of the inner cylinder, see also Fig. 3 . The cav- 

itator edge has a sharp, 45 ° corner, with a height of h = 2 mm. This sharp edge, 

although introducing pressure drag, is necessary to start a stable air layer. Using a 

rotary union-slip ring combination, air is led through the shaft, meaning that air 

can be injected through the inner cylinder while the cylinder is rotating. This way 

of active air injection is optional. 
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Fig. 3. A sketch of the front view of the setup with a developed air cavity, which 

is shown in red to ease readability. The cavitator is shown in dark gray. We indi- 

cate the position of all relevant features encountered in this study. The height of 

the air injectors equals z/L = 0 . 09 , 0 . 33 , 0 . 57 , 0 . 81 . (For interpretation of the ref- 

erences to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of 

this article.) 
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al cavitator shapes. The cavitator creates a region of low pres-

ure at the leeside which stimulates air to attach to the wake of

he cavitator, thus decreasing the necessary air injection rate and

ncreasing stability. This air layer developed downstream of the

avitator is called “air cavity”. Air is usually injected directly at

he cavitator, attaches to it, and forms the cavity. Eventually, the

ir is discharged from the air cavity in the “closure region”, thus

orming a contact line at the wall–water–air interface. In this re-

ion, the drag is increased due to local cavity shedding and re-

ntrant flows ( Ceccio, 2010 ). The streamwise air cavity length was

ound to depend on the gravity wavelength λ, which is found

hrough the dispersion relation u ∞ 

= 

√ 

gλ
2 π tanh ( 2 πD 

λ
) , in which D

s the water depth, u ∞ 

the free-stream velocity and g the grav-

tational acceleration ( Butuzov, 1967; Matveev, 20 03; 20 05 ). The

aximum stable air cavity length then equals half the gravity

avelength λ, which thus only depends on the water depth and

essel speed. Experiments indeed confirmed that the cavity length

s virtually independent on the cavitator height and air injection

ate ( Zverkhovskyi, 2014 ). Two different air discharge mechanisms

re known in the closure region: i) wave pinch-off and ii) a re-

ntry jet ( Ceccio, 2010 ). The wave pinch-off mechanism is related

o interfacial waves, that can pinch off patches of air when the air

avity is thin. The re-entry jet is formed by a stagnation point in
he wake of the cavity. This jet flows upstream, leading to a peri-

dic break-off of air ( Mäkiharju et al., 2013 ). Note that the nomen-

lature of the “cavitator” is unrelated to real cavitation, i.e. the

apid liquid-to-vapor phase transition. 

When applying air cavities, a significant difference between net

nd gross DR is present. A compressor to blow air under the hull

onsumes energy, and locally the drag is increased in the closure

egion and by the cavitators and skegs, which are installed to pre-

ent air from discharging sideways. In fact, the challenge is not to

ncrease the drag by the geometric changes, but to find a net drag

eduction. Therefore one has to find the optimum between DR and

dditional energy losses and also expenses. Recent full-scale ship

easurements resulted in impressive net power savings of 10–20%

 Latorre, 1997; Hoang et al., 2009; Mizokami et al., 2010; Amromin

t al., 2011; Mäkiharju et al., 2012; Kumagai et al., 2015 ). However,

espite its clear potential advantages, air lubrication is hitherto not

idely used. One of the main issues it that laboratory results are

ard to scale up to the conditions of real applications and there-

ore the performance of ships is difficult to predict ( Murai, 2014 ).
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Fig. 4. Snapshots of air cavities at Re s = 8 × 10 5 , for 3 different rotation ratios: (a) a = 0 . 14 (counter-rotation), (b) a = 0 (stationary OC) and (c) a = −0 . 2 (co-rotation). The 

direction of the cylinder rotation is indicated by the curved arrows, in which ω i and ω o indicate the direction of the inner and outer cylinder, respectively. The global gas 

volume fraction is α = 2% . The vertical bars and horizontal rings are essential structural parts of the setup. (I) The air cavity. (II) The cavitator. (III) Cylinder not covered with 

an air cavity. (IV) The contact line of the cylinder–water–air interface. (V) In the counter-rotating case, many bubbles are trapped in these ‘Taylor vortices’. In fig. (b) and 

especially in fig. (c), the flow is radially more stably stratified. Therefore, less bubbles are present and the air cavity is better visible. 
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Although effort s are being made to numerically model air cavi-

ties, presently only RANS and LES simulations are common, and

thus closure models, which are not always reliable, are necessary

( Rotte et al., 2016 ). In this field of research, many questions remain

unanswered, and there is a clear need for well-controlled, precise

measurements to study the underlying physics. 

The goal of this study is to explore the possibilities of study-

ing air cavities in Taylor–Couette (TC) flow. Taylor–Couette flow,

i.e. the flow between two concentric, independently rotating cylin-

ders, is one of the canonical systems in which fluid flow physics

is studied, see the recent reviews by Fardin et al. (2014) and

Grossmann et al. (2016) , and Fig. 1 for a schematic of a TC setup.

It has the advantage of being a closed system with an exact bal-

ance between driving and energy dissipation, and it is accessible

experimentally thanks to its simple geometry. Furthermore, it is a

compact system in which highly turbulent flows can be studied. By

using a TC apparatus, we have the opportunity to study air cavities

in a highly controlled environment. 

In TC flow, the driving of the flow is expressed through two

Reynolds numbers, namely Re i = ω i r i (r o − r i ) /ν for the inner cylin-

der and Re o = ω o r o (r o − r i ) /ν for the outer cylinder. Here, r i and r o 
are the radii of the inner and outer cylinder, respectively, ω i and

ω o are the angular velocities of the inner and outer cylinder, re-

spectively, and ν is the kinematic viscosity. The primary response

parameter is the torque τ necessary to rotate the cylinders at a

constant driving speed, i.e. at constant Re i and Re o . The torque is

made dimensionless as G = τ/ (2 πL IC ρν2 ) , in which ρ is the fluid

density and L IC is the height of the inner cylinder, i.e. the height

over which the torque is measured. 

Taylor–Couette flow has been used extensively to study

bubbly drag reduction and bubble dynamics, see e.g. Djeridi

et al. (2004) , E. Climent and Magnaudet (2007) , van den Berg

T  
t al. (2005) , van den Berg et al. (2007) , Murai et al. (2005) ,

urai et al. (2008) , Sugiyama et al. (2008) , van Gils et al. (2013) ,

houippe et al. (2014) , Fokoua et al. (2015) , Verschoof et al. (2016) .

t lower Reynolds numbers, small bubbles do not only beauti-

ully visualize Taylor rolls and other vortical structures in the flow

 van Ruymbeke et al., 2017 ), they also decrease the drag by de-

troying the momentum transport in these vortices ( Spandan et al.,

016 ). At higher Reynolds numbers, in which the drag and shear

ates are high, a small percentage of large bubbles has a tremen-

ous effect on the global drag, e.g. at Re i = 2 × 10 6 , DR percentages

f 40% were observed for a global gas volume fraction of only 4%

 van Gils et al., 2013 ). These DR percentages reach far beyond the

rivial effects of the changed effective density and viscosity. Effort s

re being made to study thin air layers around the inner cylin-

er in TC flow, which can be achieved by using a superhydropho-

ic coating ( Srinivasan et al., 2015; Rosenberg et al., 2016 ), or by

eating the inner cylinder, thus creating a Leidenfrost vapour layer

 Saranadhi et al., 2016 ). Studying air cavities in TC flow has, to the

est of our knowledge, never been done before. 

The outline of this paper is as follows. First, we describe the

xperimental method in Section 2 . In Section 3.1 we show the

xistence of air cavities by showing and interpreting high-speed

ecordings. From these visualizations, we extract the cavity length

nd global coverage in Section 3.2 . We continue by presenting the

orque measurements and resulting drag reduction in Section 3.3 ,

hus quantifying the flow behavior. We conclude this study in

ection 4 . 

. Experimental method 

The experiments were performed in the Twente Turbulent

aylor–Couette (T 3 C) facility, see van Gils et al. (2011) for all tech-
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ical details. The setup has inner and outer cylinder radii of r i =
00 mm and r o = 279 . 4 mm, respectively, giving a radius ratio of

= r i /r o = 0 . 716 and a gap width d = r o − r i = 79 . 4 mm. The max-

mum rotation frequencies of the inner and outer cylinder with

avitators are f i = 10 Hz and f o = ±5 Hz, respectively, resulting

n Reynolds numbers up to Re i = 2 π f i r i d/ν = 1 × 10 6 a nd Re o =
2 π f o r o d/ν = ±7 × 10 5 with water as the working fluid with a

emperature of T = 20 ± 0 . 5 ◦C. We continuously measure the tem-

erature, and use the instantaneous temperature-dependent vis-

osity and density to calculate our dimensionless quantities. The

otation ratio between outer and inner cylinder is defined as a =
f o / f i . When both cylinders rotate, we express the driving as a

shear Reynolds number”, i.e. 

e s = 

r i (ω i − ω o ) d 

ν
= Re i −η Re o , (1) 

n which ω i,o = 2 π f i,o . In this study, the rotation rates are limited

y vibrations in the system, which are caused by the uneven distri-

ution of air. The outer cylinder has a height of L = 932 mm, giving

n aspect ratio of 
 = L/d = 11 . 7 . The inner cylinder has a height

f L IC = 927 mm. The transparent acrylic outer cylinder allows for

ow visualizations. The end plates, which are partly transparent,

re fixed to the outer cylinder. The torque τ is measured with a

o-axial torque transducer (Honeywell 2404-1K), placed inside the

nner cylinder to avoid measurement errors caused by seal- and

earing friction, see Fig. 1 . All flow visualizations are made with

 Photron FASTCAM SA-X high-speed camera with a resolution of

024 × 1024 px. As illumination we used a Briteq BT-Theatre-1EZ

ED theatre spotlight. We stress that a uniform light intensity is

ard to achieve due to the curved surface of the cylinders. A Zeiss

akro 50 mm lens was used, resulting in a field of view of 23 ° in

oth the horizontal and vertical direction. We fix 2, 3, or 6 cav-

tators to the inner cylinder (IC), as shown in Figs. 1 and 2 . Due

o a local low pressure, air attaches to it in the wake of the cav-

tator. The cavitators extend over almost the entire height of the

ylinders, and have a height of 2 mm. Shape and size effects of

he cavitator have been studied in a water tunnel configuration

 Zverkhovskyi, 2014 ), indicating that a sharp cavitator tip is nec-

ssary. 

The amount of air is characterised by the global void frac-

ion α. In the current study, we used 2 procedures of control-

ing the amount of air in the setup: i) We do fill the apparatus

nly partially with water, leaving room for a controlled amount

f air, which is measured with both cylinders at rest. Already at

he lowest Reynolds numbers presented here, turbulent mixing

nsures distribution of air in the bulk flow (see Fig. 1 and e.g.

erschoof et al., 2016 ). This procedure is used, unless mentioned

therwise. Or ii) We actively inject air from the cavitators at four

xially distributed heights, as indicated in Figs. 2 and 3 . An over-

ow channel allows air to leave the setup and prevents pressure

uild-up in the system. After each measurement, when both the

ylinders and the fluid are at rest again, we remeasure the void

raction, to ensure that the void fraction was constant during the

easurement. With this procedure, the uncertainty in void fraction

s kept below αerr ≤ 0.1%. We note that in both procedures, the lo-

al effective local void fraction depends on axial and radial posi-

ion due to buoyancy and centripetal forces, as shown in van Gils

t al. (2013) . 

. Results 

.1. Flow visualizations 

The goal of these visualizations is two-fold: i) we can qualita-

ively study the flow dynamics to prove the existence of air cavities

n TC flow, and ii), we can extract the streamwise air cavity length
nd air coverage from these images. We first visualize the entire

C setup, as shown in Fig. 4 . The air cavity is best visible in Fig. 4 c.

ere, we see the cavity over a considerable portion of the cylinder,

specially in the top part of the setup. We observe the interfacial

apillary waves at the surface of the air cavity, and we see bubbles

r air patches at locations where the cavity is not formed. See the

nnotations in Figs. 3 and 4 , in which all relevant flow features are

ighlighted. 

In Fig. 4 a the cylinders counterrotate, which is known to induce

urbulent Taylor vortices ( van Gils et al., 2012; Ostilla-Mónico et al.,

014 ). These vortices are visualized here by the bubbles captured

ithin them. The vortices, which introduce strong secondary flows

n the system, prevent the bubbles from sticking to the inner wall.

pparently, the air cavity is largely destabilized and destroyed in

he counterrotating regime. In Fig. 4 c, the opposite is the case. Co-

otating cylinders stabilize the flow and suppress secondary flows.

e see that air is pushed towards the inner cylinder more effec-

ively than in the counterrotating case. Fig. 4 b, in which only the

nner cylinder rotates, shows an intermediate behavior, i.e. no pro-

ounced Taylor vortices, but nonetheless larger vortical structures

n which bubbles are entrained. 

To capture the local dynamics we zoom in, as shown in Fig. 5 .

ere, we only rotate the inner cylinder. We clearly see the interfa-

ial waves at the air–water interface. Also, it is clear that the ma-

ority of the air is indeed captured in the air cavity — only few

ubbles are present in the bulk. In the closure region, we see that

he dominant breakup process is the “re-entry jet”. This is clear

rom the local structure, which is more “blurry” than most of the

avity, as indicated by the white arrow in Fig. 5 b. 

.2. Cavity length and coverage 

The streamwise cavity length and global coverage are among

he crucial parameters of the cavity as they govern the de-wetted

rea and thus the possible drag reduction. From images as shown

n Fig. 4 , we extract the air cavity length. We first averaged 100

ndependent instantaneous photos of the flow, to get a time-

veraged cavity length rather than the instantaneous value. Then,

e manually tracked the edges of the cavity and the cavitator, and

inarized the image, in which the area covered by cavity is dis-

inguished from the area which is not. From this binarized image,

e can extract the global coverage and the streamwise air cavity

ength at any axial position. Due to the structural parts blocking

he view and light reflections, an automated procedure to extract

he position of the air cavity turned out to be unfeasible. We do

his for all cases with 3 cavitators and a stationary outer cylinder.

ere, the cavity length is shown for 3 axial heights in Fig. 6 . The

xial dependence, which already was made clear from Figs. 4 and

 is significant. Clearly, due to buoyancy forces air has an spatial

reference towards the top of the cylinders. Previous bubble DR

easurements already showed the axial dependence of the loca-

ion of bubbles, even when air is continuously injected from the

ottom ( van Gils et al., 2013 ). We see here that this axial depen-

ence is present also in the case of air cavities. We note that al-

hough the cavity length at the three shown axial heights for the

mallest Reynolds numbers is zero, a small cavity already forms

loser to the top. 

The centrifugal acceleration at the inner cylinder is given by

 centr = ω 

2 
i 

r i . Consequently, in the limit of Re i → ∞ , the gravita-

ional forces are negligible as compared to a centr , and the axial de-

endence of the air cavity length will disappear. In the hypotheti-

al case of air in a purely laminar TC flow, all air would be pushed

owards the inner cylinder due to a radial pressure gradient caused

y the centrifugal forces ( van Gils et al., 2013 ). In this turbulent

ow, however, strong velocity fluctuations are present, causing the

ir to distribute itself over the entire gap width, even though the
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Fig. 5. Snapshots of air cavities at Re i = 5 × 10 5 with a stationary outer cylinder, 3 cavitators, and 2% of air. We zoomed in on the top of the cylinder. We show 2 photos 

taken at time = t 1 — when the cavitator is visible, and t 2 — when the closure region is visible. (a) Cavitator (vertical white strip in image) with development of the air 

cavity at t 1 . (b) The closure region of the air cavity at t 2 . The visible white bar here is not a cavitator, but a blank that is mounted flush with the cylinder surface. Note the 

dependence of the cavity length on the height. The white arrow indicates the position of the closure region, which is governed by the re-entry jet mechanism. 

Fig. 6. Streamwise air cavity length on the inner cylinder as a function of Re i . The outer cylinder is stationary. We used 3 cavitators. The coverage is extracted by visual 

means from a series of images similar to those of Fig. 4 . We show results for three different axial positions, close to the top ( z/L = 3 / 4 ), at mid-height ( z/L = 1 / 2 ) and close 

to the bottom ( z/L = 1 / 4 ). The estimated error bar is shown in the bottom left corner of the graph. In dashed black, we added the streamwise length between two cavitators 

2 π r i /3, which is the upper limit of the streamwise cavity length. On the right y -axis, we normalized the streamwise cavity length with the distance between two cavitators. 
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preferential accumulation close to the inner wall remains present

( van Gils et al., 2013 ). The number of cavitators does not influence

the cavity length, as long as the air cavities can be regarded as iso-

lated ( Zverkhovskyi, 2014 ). If the cavitators are so closely spaced

that cavitators are within range of an upstream cavity, they be-

come submerged in air and a continuous air cavity is formed. 

We calculate the air coverage for both α = 2% and α = 4% , to

know whether the global gas fraction influences the coverage, see

Fig. 7 . The coverage is calculated by integration of the streamwise

cavity lengths over the entire height of the cylinder, which is then

divided by the total area between 2 cavitators (i.e. 2 π r i L IC /3). We

see that the coverage for both measured gas fractions are similar

up to Re i = 6 × 10 5 , after which the α = 2% -curve saturates at a

coverage of 25%. The coverage for α = 4% increases up to Re i = 8 ×
10 5 , where it saturates at a coverage of 45%. 

In these 2 saturation coverages regimes, the majority of the air

is attached to the cavity, and not dispersed throughout the flow

as bubbles. Assuming that all air is attached to the cavity, it is

possible to get an estimate of the thickness of the air cavity. The

surface area covered of the inner cylinder equals 2 π r i L IC · coverage .
e divide the volume of air in the setup, which equals αV =
· L IC π(r 2 o − r 2 

i 
) , by the coverage surface area, to get a nominal

alue for the thickness h cavity . For both α = 2% and α = 4% we find

hat h cavity ≈ 8 mm, which is in line with earlier measurements

 Zverkhovskyi, 2014 ). Note that the estimated h cavity is much larger

han the cavitator height, which is h = 2 mm. 

Clearly, achieving a higher coverage would be beneficial, and

ould be achieved by measuring with a larger void fraction. Mea-

urements at higher gas volume fractions are impossible due to vi-

rations of the system, which are caused by the uneven distribu-

ion of air. 

.3. Torque and drag reduction 

Up to now, we focused on flow visualizations and results which

an be extracted from these. Now, we turn to torque measure-

ents to quantify how the torque is affected by the air cavities.

e study the influence of the Reynolds number, the void frac-

ion α, the number of cavitators and the effect of outer cylinder

otation on the global torque and drag reduction. In all measure-
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Fig. 7. Percentage of air cavity coverage on the inner cylinder as a function of Re i . 

The outer cylinder is stationary. We used 3 cavitators. The coverage is calculated by 

integrating the streamwise cavity lengths (see Fig. 6 ). The estimated error is shown 

in the bottom right corner of the graph. 
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Fig. 9. The drag reduction, as shown in Fig. 8 as a function of air cavity coverage 

( Fig. 7 ). Note that both the DR and the coverage depend on Re i . A typical error bar 

is shown for both the drag reduction as the coverage percentage. 
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ents, we quasi-statically increase the rotation rates of the cylin-

ers, and constantly measure the rotation rate, the torque, and the

emperature in the flow. From the temperature we calculate the in-

tantaneous viscosity and density. The drag reduction is defined as

R = 1 − G (α) /G 0 . Here, we use as G 0 = G (α = 0) the case with-

ut air, but with cavitators. For the calculation of G we used the

ensity and viscosity of water, and we did not corrected for any

hanged effective flow properties caused by the air. 

We show results in Fig. 8 . Here, we mount 3 cavitators to the IC,

nd while keeping α constant, we quasi-statically increase ω i , and

hus Re i . The outer cylinder is kept stationary. We clearly see that

he dimensionless torque G decreases with the presence of air cavi-

ies. When we compare our air cavity results with earlier measure-

ents with bubbly DR, we clearly observe that air cavities decrease

he drag more effectively for the same Reynolds number. Never-

heless, we see that the air cavity DR saturates from Re i = 8 × 10 5 

nd onwards, whereas the bubbly DR increases with increasing

eynolds number. This can be explained as follows. When apply-

ng air cavities, the DR largely depends on the coverage, which

s shown in Fig. 7 . We see in Fig. 7 that the air coverage satu-

ates, which is reflected in the observed saturating DR. In fact, the
ig. 8. Global dimensionless torque and drag reduction percentage for 0%, 2%, and 4% of

imensionless torque G as a function of the inner Reynolds number Re i . (b) Drag reductio

how the bubbly DR results from van Gils et al. (2013) . A typical error bar is shown in bo
hapes of Figs. 7 and 8 b are similar. The relation between these

wo quantities is better revealed when plotting the DR as a func-

ion of air cavity coverage, see Fig. 9 . In bubbly DR, the bubbles do

ot necessarily attach to the cylinder. For bubbly DR, the relevant

arameter is the Weber number, which is a measure for bubble

eformability ( van Gils et al., 2013 ). The Weber number increases

ith increasing Reynolds number, hence the increasing DR. In the

resent study, the mechanism of DR is different, and as the cover-

ge is limited by the void fraction, the DR consequently is limited

oo. 

In the T 3 C setup, we have the possibility to rotate the outer

ylinder. It is known that for single-phase TC flow, the counterro-

ating cylinders enhance secondary flows, i.e. turbulent Taylor vor-

ices ( van Gils et al., 2012; Ostilla-Mónico et al., 2014; Grossmann

t al., 2016 ). These Taylor vortices enhance the momentum trans-

ort from inner to outer cylinder, thus increasing the global torque

 van Gils et al., 2011 ). By measuring in the counter-rotating regime

e can study the influence of strong secondary flows on the cavity

nd the drag reduction. We are not aware of any prior measure-

ents of bubbles in turbulent TC flow with counterrotating cylin-
 air. Here we mounted 3 cavitators, and we kept the outer cylinder stationary. (a) 

n percentages as a function of inner Reynolds number Re i . As comparison, we also 

th graphs. 
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Fig. 10. Dimensionless torque and DR for the case of counter-rotating cylinders with 3 cavitators as a function of shear Reynolds number Re s . The rotation ratio equals 

a = 0 . 2 . (a) Dimensionless torque G as a function of shear Reynolds number Re s . (b) Drag reduction percentages as a function of shear Reynolds number Re s . The DR is 

significantly smaller than for the case of only inner cylinder rotation ( Fig. 8 ). A typical error bar is shown in both graphs. 

Fig. 11. (a) Dimensionless torque with 2, 3, or 6 cavitators as a function of Re i for stationary outer cylinder. (b) The drag reduction for α = 2% for the case with 2, 3 or 6 

cavitators. The DR percentages are similar for a constant gas volume fraction α, although the global torque is increased by the cavitators, which induce an additional pressure 

drag ( Zhu et al., 2018 ). A typical error bar is shown in both graphs. 
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ders. In these experiments we fix the rotation ratio between outer

and inner cylinder to a rotation rate a = − f o / f i = 0 . 2 . The results

are shown in Fig. 10 . Also in the counter-rotating regime the drag

is decreased by air cavities. However, the DR is smaller than for

pure inner cylinder rotation. This can be explained as follows. In

Fig. 4 we see that many bubbles are entrapped in the turbulent

Taylor vortices, as the strong radial flow drags air away from the

inner cylinder. Therefore, strong secondary flows decrease the sta-

bility of the air cavity, thus suppressing drag reduction. 

We now vary the number of cavitators. We installed 2, 3, or

6 cavitators, and while keeping the outer cylinder stationary we

measured the torque for void fractions of α = 0% and α = 2% .

The DR here is calculated comparing the case with α = 2% to the

single-phase water case for the same number of cavitators. The re-

sults, which are shown in Fig. 11 , show that the DR is very simi-

lar. However, the absolute torque values clearly differ, and increase

with the number of riblets. E.g. here we see that the torque with

6 cavitators and 2% void fraction is larger than the torque with 2

cavitators case without air. Since we clearly observe the additional

drag caused by the cavitators, it is crucial to study the effect of the

pressure drag at the cavitators in more detail. 

As discussed in the introduction, one has to find the opti-

mum between the DR caused by the cavities and the drag increase

caused by the cavitators due to their pressure drag. In Figs. (8–

10) the presented DR percentages are relative to the case with-

out air, but with cavitators. The presented DR values can be seen
 c
s a ‘gross drag reduction’. However, it is known that in TC flow

as for any other flow) even small roughness heights increase the

rag tremendously ( van den Berg et al., 2003; Zhu et al., 2018 ).

he cavitators have a height of 2 mm, corresponding to 2.5% of the

ap width and to O(10 2 ) wall units, so we are in the fully rough

egime. In this paragraph, we study the effect of these cavitators

n the drag, by comparing our results with a reference case with-

ut cavitators. We define a ‘net DR’ as: 

R net = 1 − G ( α) 

G ref 

, (2)

n which G ref is a reference case without air and without cavita-

ors, i.e. with smooth cylinders. The results are shown in Fig. 12 .

learly, the lowest dimensionless torque is obtained with the refer-

nce case. So, when applying air cavities, the net drag is increased ,

s is also clear from Fig. 12 b. We observe here that the drag in-

rease caused by the cavitators is larger than the drag reduction

aused by the air layer. We, however, note that measuring at larger

oid fractions and Reynolds numbers might cause DR net to be posi-

ive. Knowing the difference between net and gross drag reduction

s crucial when applying air cavities. Full-scale ship experiments

re extremely costly, and a reference test without cavitators might

ot be performed at all. Here, we show that the negative effects

f the cavitators can be larger than the beneficial effects of the air

avity. 
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Fig. 12. Dimensionless torque and DR as a function of Re i . The reference case is without cavitators and with α = 0 . The other cases are measured with 3 cavitators. The 

outer cylinder is stationary. (a) The dimensionless torque as a function of the inner Reynolds number Re i . (b) The net drag reduction as a function of the inner Reynolds 

number Re i . The net DR as compared to the reference case is negative, i.e. instead of drag reduction we observe a drag increase. A typical error bar is shown in both graphs. 

Fig. 13. (a) The dimensionless torque G as a function of gas flow rate ˙ Q . We observe that G does not depend on ˙ Q . Here, the number of cavitators is 3, and we measure at 

Re i = 1 × 10 6 with a void fraction of α = 2% . The OC is kept stationary. On the top x -axis, we non-dimensionalized ˙ Q with the volume of the system V , which equals ˙ α, i.e. 

the void fraction injected per minute. Injecting more air than shown here is not possible as it leads to an increase in void fraction as water is pushed out of the system, 

and thus to an unfair comparison. In plot (b) , we show the same data but made dimensionless: (G − G 0 ) /G 0 , in which G 0 = G (Q = 0) . In this way, the relative change of G 

is shown. A typical error bar is shown in both graphs. 
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In water tunnel measurements the parameter governing the

mount of air in the flow is the air injection rate ˙ Q , which par-

ially governs the cavity stability ( Zverkhovskyi, 2014 ). ˙ Q should

e sufficiently high to maintain the cavity, whereas a further in-

rease in 

˙ Q does not further increase the cavity length, but causes

ore air to be discharged in the closure region. In a closed TC sys-

em, air escaping from a certain cavitator can be re-entrained by

ther cavitators downstream. Similarly, in flat plate experiments

t was shown that air which is discharged from a cavity can de-

elop a new cavity if an additional cavitator is placed downstream

 Zverkhovskyi, 2014 ). In open systems, such as ships or flat plates,

he working fluid (with α = 0% ) is continuously refreshed such that
˙ 
 is important, while the TC flow system is closed, meaning that

is the relevant parameter. In all measurements presented above,

e did not inject air locally, but instead chose to fill the cylinder

nly partially (see Fig. 1 ). Air is then entrained in the water by tur-

ulent mixing. It is not known to which extent active local gas in-

ection influences the global torque and the air cavity length, given

 certain α. The fact that pipe flow measurements showed that air

an be reentrained at a cavitator placed further downstream indi-

ates that rather than the air injection rate, the amount of avail-
ble air is crucial ( Zverkhovskyi, 2014 ). However, in flat plates it

s not possible to disentangle air injection and local void fraction.

ere we study this by injection of a certain gas flow rate ˙ Q , lo-

ally, directly at the cavitator, as indicated in Fig. 2 , while keeping

he void fraction constant at α = 2% and the Reynolds number con-

tant at Re i = 1 × 10 6 . We simultaneously measure the torque. We

ote that we inject significant amounts of air as compared to the

mount of air which already is in the system (2.2 L for α = 2% ),

amely up to 5 times as much air per minute than the amount of

ir already present. 

Surprisingly, we observe that active air injection does not in-

uence the torque in the studied range of air injection rates, as

hown in Fig. 13 . Apparently, the turbulent mixing in the flow is

o strong that a steady state is reached almost immediately. There-

ore, any excess of air is transported towards the top of the setup

mmediately, where it can leave the system. This is somewhat sim-

lar to what was found in Zverkhovskyi (2014) . In here, it was ob-

erved that increasing the gas flow in a flat plate setup does not

ncrease the length of the cavity, and only leads to an increase in

ir discharge in the closure region. 
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Table 1 

Comparison between air cavity parameters for channel flow and TC flow. 

Quantity Channel flow TC flow 

Amount of gas ˙ Q [l/s] α [%] 

Gravity Fr For high Re i : Fr centr . For low Re i : Fr 

Water depth D For high Re i : r o − r i . For low Re i : L 

Cavitation number σ σ TC 

Driving Re Re i and Re o 
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4. Discussion and conclusions 

A relevant question one could ask is: how can these Taylor–

Couette results be compared with channel flow measurements

( Murai, 2014; Foeth, 2008; Ceccio, 2010 )? Several parameters

which are common in the channel flow- and naval architecture

communities are not used in TC flow and vice versa, see Table 1

for a comparison of these parameters. As discussed above, as the

air is not continuously swept away, like in an open system, it is

α, rather than 

˙ Q , that is the governing parameter in a closed flow

system. The mean-field forcing of the flow is a second source of

ambiguity. In TC flow, the mean-field forcing is not limited to the

gravitational forces, as the centrifugal forces play a large role. The

centrifugal forces a centr = ω 

2 
i 

r i increase with Reynolds number un-

til eventually, in the limit of Re i → ∞ , a centr � g . As the centrifugal

forces are directed in the radial direction, the water depth is to

be taken in radial direction as well and thus equals the gap width

d . Furthermore, in TC flow a second Froude number can be de-

fined. The commonly used depth-based Froude number is defined

as F r = u ∞ 

/ 
√ 

gD , in which u ∞ 

is a free stream velocity and D is

the water depth. Using the centrifugal acceleration we now de-

fine a “centrifugal Froude number” as Fr centr = 

u i √ 

a centr d 
= 

√ 

r i /d =
√ 

η/ (1 − η) , which, surprisingly, does not depend on the driving of

the setup but only on the geometrical parameter η. In the currently

used setup, the centrifugal Froude number equals Fr centr = 1 . 59 . 

Earlier studies showed that the length of the cavity equals half

of the gravity wavelength, which is described by the dispersion re-

lation u ∞ 

= 

√ 

gλ
2 π tanh 

2 πD 
λ

, in which λ is the wavelength of the

surface gravity waves ( Butuzov, 1967; Matveev, 2003 ). Here, as

Fr centr > 1 , the flow is supercritical, and the gravity wavelength be-

comes infinite ( Zverkhovskyi, 2014 ). Thus, if enough air would be

available and for a centr � g , our streamwise cavity length would be-

come unbounded and the entire cylinder is expected to be cov-

ered in air. We note that in our study, both the buoyancy forces

and centrifugal forces play a role, and therefore the flow is not yet

supercritical, and consequently, the cylinder is not yet fully cov-

ered by cavities. In channel flow, the cavitation number σ is one

of the basic parameters, and it is straightforward to measure. It

is defined as σ = (p − p c ) / ( 
1 
2 ρu 2 ∞ 

) , in which p is the free stream

pressure and p c is the pressure in the cavity. In TC flow, due to hy-

drostatic pressure, we define a height dependent cavity number as

σT C = (p(z) − p c ) / ( 
1 
2 ρu 2 

i 
) . 

A final difference between TC flow and channel flow is the way

the systems are driven. Channel flow is pressure-driven, and con-

sequently the momentum is transported from bulk to BLs. In TC

flow, momentum is transported from the inner cylinder BL to the

outer cylinder BL. The regimes of counter- and co-rotation, caused

by rotation of the outer cylinder are exclusive to the TC geometry. 

Then, knowing these differences, what can be learned from

these experiments, and how can these interpreted and applied by

the naval industry? Our conclusion is that although one-to-one

comparisons are difficult, the underlying physics remains the same.

Therefore, our findings are of interest to anyone working on this

topic. 
To conclude, in this article we convincingly showed that air cav-

ties can be (re)entrained in a Taylor–Couette flow setup. We show

hat air cavities result in gross DR percentages which are larger

han the DR percentages for conventional bubble drag reduction.

owever, for all cases we see a net drag increase, caused by pres-

ure drag at the cavitators. Therefore, when applying air cavities

t is crucial to focus on the balance between drag reduction by

he cavities and drag increase by the cavitators, closure region and

ny skegs. In addition, for maritime applications one should also

ake into consideration the energy costs to continuously inject air

o judge whether or not a net gain can be achieved. 

We observed that the streamwise cavity length is significantly

nfluenced by buoyancy effects. Therefore, we expect that air cav-

ties on any non-flat bottomed hull behave similarly, and applying

hem is difficult. The global coverage is correlated to the Reynolds

umber and void fraction. To conclude, we showed that local air

njection is not necessary, as long as sufficient amounts of air are

vailable. This confirms that air which is discharged can be cap-

ured by any cavitator placed downstream on the hull. 

In this exploratory study we restricted ourselves to one cavita-

or shape. Future work includes a study on the shape and size of

he cavitators, preferably measuring at higher Reynolds numbers or

t larger void fractions. The flow can be further quantified by local

elocity measurements, which, although these are clearly difficult

n multiphase flows, should be possible as the air is not dispersed

omogeneously throughout the flow domain. 
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